
PASSENGER SERVICES – Making an impact on passengers in our pursuit of consistent 

service of excellence. 

1. Works directly with passengers assisting with their travel and minimizing inconvenience 

where possible.  

2. Assists with reservations, ticketing and adjustments to itinerary. 

3. Disseminating information by way of announcements regarding delays and interrupted 

flights. 

4. Check-in, Boarding and deplaning of passengers with special need (Wheelchair 

Passengers). 

5. Coordinates with internal resources to ensure passenger information is processed and 

flights are dispatched on time. 

6. Trace missing, delayed and damaged baggage.  

7. Prepare reports for all damaged/lost baggage. 

8. Ensuring that the level of service to passengers is conducted in the highest Professional, 

Proficient and Efficient manner at all times and in accordance with the Airlines Service 

Standards and Nassau Flight Services Core Value #2. 

Check-in Procedures 

 1. Greets Passenger with courtesy and politeness with a twist of Bahamian flavor. 

 2. Ask for ticket or e-ticket receipt 

3. Ask for identification  

4. Ask passenger to confirm the amount of checked bags  

5. Reconfirms with passenger final destination  

6. Ensures name tag is placed on the bag 

7. Assigns a seat number  

8. Weigh both checked bag and carryon 

9. Prints boarding pass 

10. Prints baggage tag and place on checked bag 

11. Affixes tag on carryon bag 

12. Attach bag tag receipt on back of boarding pass 

13. Recaps seat number, bag and gate information with passenger  

14. Directs passenger to security for boarding  

15. Thanks passenger for choosing the Airline of choice 

 

Boarding Procedures 

1. Agent at gate 1hour prior to aircraft schedule arrival 

2. Announcements made regarding carryon bag  

3. Boarding announcements made for arrival flight 

4. Pre-Boarding announcements made for Business Class, Elite, Infants, Children     

under the age of 5 and Wheelchair Passengers. 

5. General Boarding announcements made according to zone numbers 

6. Final Boarding announcements 

7. Verify the amount of passengers onboard with Flight Attendant 

8. Print manifest and special list for flight crew 

9. Door is closed 


